A pseudo error based performance monitoring technique is studied in this paper to monitor the primary communications for the cognitive radio networks. We firstly introduce the pseudo error based monitoring method and then apply the monitoring method to the cognitive radio networks. Simulation results show that the primary communications can be monitored very well by using the scheme in term of the coverage percentage under the practical channel. In particular, the robustness of the scheme to the interference is also revealed by comparing with the energy detection.
Introduction
The cognitive radio (CR) has been proposed as an effective solution [1] to release the spectrum tension by allowing the unauthorized users (cognitive radio users: CR users) to access the underutilized spectrum of the primary users (PUs). The key idea is that the CR users are obliged to monitor the PUs' activities continuously and specify the spectrum utilization of the PUs' communications. However, even the monitoring technique is well studied previously, the shadowing or the undesirable interference would degrade the monitoring performance and turn out to be the largest obstacles, which motivates our work in this paper. We propose to apply the monitoring method based on the pseudo error to the CR networks. As we shall illustrate, the employment of the technique acts well under the shadowing channel and could likewise benefit from the robustness toward the interference.
Monitoring based on pseudo error
Usually, performance monitoring is executed at the receivers by directly testing several indicators, such as the signal to noise ratio (SNR), the bit error rate (BER), etc., to supervise the quality of service (QoS). The direct BER monitoring which manages to count the errors requires the exact reference transmitted data and sufficiently long evaluation time at a typically small error rate, which would run into serious difficulties in the run-time operations. Inspiringly, the pseudo error based BER monitoring technique has originated in the 1960s [2] . Pseudo errors are defined as the artificial errors resulting from the modified thresholds at the extra receiving branches in conjunction with the normal receiving. Obviously, no prior knowledge of the transmitted data is needed and the pseudo error rates are totally determined by the modified thresholds, which implies the exclusive relationship between the pseudo error rates and the exact BERs. Hence, one can obtain the estimation of the BERs by measuring several pseudo error rates with artificially modified thresholds [2] .
The pseudo error based BER performance monitoring for the BPSK modulation under several situations, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , has been evaluated and analyzed in [3] . Here, A is the regular decision threshold at the normal demodulator and acts naturally upon the actual BER P e of the decoded sequence. Furthermore, two additional branches employing the modified thresholds A + and A − which are derived from A, yield two pseudo decoded sequence, respectively. After taking the XOR (exclusive OR) operations on these two sequences, the pseudo error sequence is obtained and finally the pseudo error rate P p . Clearly, the pseudo error rate P p describes the differences between these two pseudo decoded sequences and can be theoretically expressed as the function of the modified thresholds A + and A − . Owing to the exclusive relationship between the pseudo error rate and the BER, in general, the BER P e could be estimated by mathematically extrapolating from the function of the pseudo error rates P p or just simply searching within a look-up table which is composed of the P p and the P e .
Undoubtedly, the monitoring method based on the pseudo error could be easily extended to arbitrary types of the receivers with the specific thresholds while considering the exact modulations. Furthermore, the estimation accuracy depends mainly upon the degree of the modification on the thresholds and could be improved greatly with the well chosen modified thresholds. Additionally, it appears weak dependency on the propagation issues and thus performs well even in the shadowing scenarios and the interference environment.
Performance monitoring base on pseudo error in CR network
Then, we apply the pseudo error based monitoring to the CR networks.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the CR network consists of a large number N of CR users. They are independently, uniformly distributed within the primary cell around the PU base station. The CR users firstly measure the pseudo error rates and then estimate local BER values individually. We adopt the "coverage" of the PUs' communications to quantitatively evaluate the performance monitoring. By the coverage, it means the percentage of the service area of the PUs' communications with the QoS requirement above a given minimum within the cell of the primary base station. Since the total receiving power fluctuates if the interference and the shadowing is assumed, the coverage provide a competent description index for the PUs' communications.
Let P e i (0 < i <= N ) denote the estimated BER value by the i-th CR user. Each CR users makes independent decisions on the presence of the PUs' activities in their neighborhood. Consider the following binary testing hypotheses:
H 0 i : i-th CR user is outside the coverage;
By the definition, the estimated BER for the i-th CR user within the coverage should satisfy the QoS requirement (e.g. tolerable BER levels P e * ): P e i < P e * and the decision would be H 1 i . On the contrary, the i-th CR with P e ≥ P e * would be treated as outside the coverage resulting the decision H 0 i . Hence, we can rewrite the binary testing hypothesis as:
For the CR network, the local decisions or the raw data are reported to the control center of the CR network and the final decision is drawn by the control center to determine whether the CR network to communicate or not.
As we have assumed that the number of the CR users is large enough to cover the whole primary cell, the coverage percentage of the primary cell is equivalent to the ratio of the number of the decisions H 1 i to the number of all the CR users N . At last, the CR network should specify the coverage of the PUs' communications and keep sure never to violate it.
Simulations
In this section, we evaluate the monitoring performance based on the pseudo error for the CR network compared to the energy detection. All the parameters are listed in Table I . Table I . Simulation parameters.
System model
Let the CR users be uniformly distributed in a annulus region bounded by the outer radius R and the inner radius r. We adopt the empirical OkumuraHata model and the log-normal shadowing with the standard variation σ. When the interference is concerned, we scale the interference power N i to be some ratio of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power N o . Here, we assume that the N i equals to 0.2N o , thus N i /N o(dB) equals to −7 dB. Furthermore, the PUs' communication is assumed to be BPSK modulated. Therefore the modified thresholds we choose are A + = A + α/2 and A − = A − α/2, where A(= 0) is the threshold for the regular BPSK modulation normalized by the receiving power and α is the bias parameter for the threshold modification. All the antennas are assumed to be isotropic. The energy detection [4] is also executed by each CR user for the comparison. For the sake of the fairness, the sensing length of the energy detection is assumed to be the same with each pseudo error monitoring as the frame length L. As the tolerable SNR value can be deduced from the tolerable BER levels P e * , we predefine the energy threshold λ from the tolerable SNR value.
Each CR user compares the collected energy with the threshold and makes the individual decision which is reported to the control center similarly. The solid lines present the scenarios when the interference exits along with the shadowing among the CR users, for example, the interference signal would come from the other primary cells or the undesired CR transmissions. Actual coverage shrinks obviously and the pseudo error based method shows the same reduction of the coverage with little degradation. We find that it is technically feasible because a bit larger coverage obtained by the CR networks would be conservative for the PUs' communication and the more protection consideration is surely reasonable in the practical scenarios. Contrarily, the energy detection shows its incapability to the interference; thus unexpected large coverage percentage may lead to the underutilization of the available spectrum opportunities.
Results and analysis

Conclusion
In this paper, a performance monitoring method based on the pseudo error for the CR networks is proposed. We introduce the principle of the pseudo error based monitoring technique and then present the employment into the CR networks. The simulation results indicate that the pseudo error based method gives favorable monitoring performance of the actual BER and characterize the coverage area exactly under the shadowing. Moreover, the pseudo error based method follows the variation of the coverage area even with the interference while the energy detection fails.
